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This business is planning to reopen on 

Monday 17th May 2021* 

(*Subject to no change in the Government roadmap) 

Why are you not opening outdoors only from 12th April ? 

Simplistically, it is not economically viable to open outdoors only. Sure, there will be the odd day we will 

regret this decision (followed by a week of days where we will be delighted that we made the decision). 

Let’s face it we are in the North East, not Greece or the Caribbean, and the weather can change hourly 

let alone predicting over a week in advance to secure stock. We have already lost too much stock (which 

has had a financial and environmental impact) and we do not intend to lose anymore. We need indoor 

opening to be economically viable and maintain proper standards no matter how desperate we all are 

for a pint and / or income. Also opening a month later will mean more of you will have had the needle 

by then and that should be safer for us when dealing with your happy faces! 

Why are you not serving takeaway drinks when allowable? 

Whilst most of you will be responsible unfortunately, a minority, will gather in large groups or walk 

around the village / coast being anti-social and creating unnecessary litter. Being a responsible retailer, 

we do not want to be associated with that (no matter the potential revenue loss) - we have a 

responsibility to our kind, mostly nice, neighbours who don’t want you having a wee in their garden - 

they are quite capable of watering their own Daffodils thank you very much. 

Still no takeaway food as well? 

No, we are a pub / restaurant, and we like to think we are all about you being to enjoy our premises, 

atmosphere, food & drink correctly served and not shoe-horned into foam container with a recycle life 

of 500 years, sat on the back seat of a car or in a box on a bike whilst it goes tepid and then subsequently 

tipped out onto a plate and consumed in your pants whilst watching adverts for life assurance! Seriously 

we have looked at the options and we are not a takeaway – there are plenty of businesses who do 

takeaways for a living and do it well – we are not going to muscle in on their patch.   

You are a bit defeatist, aren’t you? 

No, a realist driven by a desire to always do things correctly and to the best of our abilities wherever 

possible We like to minimise risk for all who work for the Kings, visit the Kings, or live near the Kings 

whilst ensuring we have a profitable, sustainable business. Oh, blimey that was serious I’ll go and have 

a lie down and order a takeaway seeing as our kitchen isn’t open……. 

……….hopefully see you in May, be good and FOLLOW THE RULES otherwise we will never *%!@*^£ 

open, bye for now 

Mar 21                                              Paul, Rita, Charlie, Mark & The team 
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